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a b s t r a c t
Alloying platinum is an approach to increase the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) activity and at the
same time reduce the amount of precious platinum catalyst in proton exchange membrane fuel cells
(PEMFC). In this work the cathode activity of thin ﬁlms of rare earth metals (REM) alloys, Pt3 Y, Pt5 Gd and
Pt5 Tb, produced by sputter deposition onto gas diffusion layers, are evaluated in a fuel cell by means of
polarization curves in O2 /H2 , and cyclic- and CO-stripping voltammetry in N2 /5% H2 . Prior to evaluation,
the model electrodes were acid-treated to obtain a Pt skin covering the PtREM alloy bulk, as was revealed
by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The core shell
alloys of Pt3 Y and Pt5 Gd catalysts show a speciﬁc activity enhancement at 0.9 V of 2.5 times compared to
pure Pt. The slightly lower enhancement factor of 2.0 for Pt5 Tb is concluded to be due to leaching of the
REM, that resulted in a thicker, and subsequently less strained, Pt overlayer. The high activity, combined
with the minor changes in surface composition, achieved in the fuel cell environment shows that PtREM
core shell catalysts are promising for the cathode reaction in PEMFC.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)

1. Introduction
For a sustainable energy society, not relying on combustion
of fossil fuels, fuel cells will be important alternatives, especially
within the transport sector, where high energy density is necessary. For fuel cells to reach full scale commercialization, a reduction of total cost is required [1]. One of the most expensive components in proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) is the
platinum catalyst.
High amounts of platinum catalyst are required for the sluggish oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). One approach to decrease
the amount of platinum is to develop more active catalysts. While
platinum is an eﬃcient catalyst for ORR, it is not optimal. The kinetics of the ORR on platinum catalysts are limited by the strong
OH binding energy, and by lowering the binding energy of OH on
Pt(111) by approximately 0.1 eV, the activity could be increased by
an order of magnitude [2,3]. The binding energy can be shifted
by introducing an alloying material. This has been achieved with
∗
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transition metals, such as Ni and Co, resulting in an increase in
mass activity, compared to pure platinum, of an order of magnitude in rotating disk measurements (RDE) [4–10]. However, transition metal alloys are not completely stable in PEMFC, and can
dealloy [8,11–13], leading to a decrease in activity with time and
usage.
Alloying Pt with a rare earth metal (REM) is a promising alternative to PtNi and PtCo catalysts. Due to the more negative energy
of formation of the alloy, the REM should be more energetically favored to stay in the bulk, which should increase the stability compared to platinum alloys with late transition metals [3]. Several
PtREM materials have been tested in RDE [2,14–20]. For these the
activity increase has been reported to be between 6 and 7 times
the speciﬁc activity of pure platinum, and up to an order of magnitude in mass activity, compared to platinum nanoparticles. Further,
the cost of REM-oxides are several orders of magnitude lower and
their abundance several orders of magnitude higher than that of Pt
[21]. However, even if the alloy catalysts perform well in RDE it is
not certain that the same activity increase will be found in a fuel
cell, as the conditions in RDE are not comparable with the PEMFC
environment.
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In our previous study in a real fuel cell setup, we found that
model electrodes with sputtered thin ﬁlms of Pt3 Y in contact with
a Naﬁon membrane had approximately double the activity compared to sputtered platinum [22], however still less active than
proven in RDE experiments. Part of the reason why the Pt3 Y ﬁlms
were less active in the fuel cell than in RDE experiments is likely
due to the fact that they were sputtered on to the microporous
layer (MPL) of the gas diffusion layer (GDL), leading to uneven and
non-optimal structure of the alloy. However, it is still not clear if
this accounts for the whole difference in activity or if there are
processes speciﬁc to the fuel cell environment that are mainly responsible. Previous studies with Pt3 Y in fuel cells have shown increase in speciﬁc activity by a factor between 2 and 3 compared
to Pt/C [23,24]. It is also of great interest to see if other PtREM alloys, which display high activity in RDE, perform similarly under
real fuel cell conditions [15].
In this study, thin ﬁlm electrodes based on Pt3 Y, Pt5 Gd and
Pt5 Tb are evaluated and compared in a PEMFC in a similar manner
as in our previous work [22]. The thin-ﬁlm electrodes can be seen
as a two-dimensional model electrode used to study new catalyst
in a more realistic fuel cell environment than for instance acid
solutions used for RDE measurements. From a pure catalytic perspective, thin-ﬁlm electrodes allow for more accurate determination of oxygen reduction activity compared to a porous electrode,
as effects from local mass transport, potential and humidity will
not affect the electrodes to the same extent. The ﬁlm thickness of
60 nm was chosen to give a relatively robust ﬁlm. The MPL support
was considered porous enough for suﬃcient supply of oxygen. Pt3 Y
was chosen due to its high performance in our previous study [22],
while Pt5 Gd and Pt5 Tb were chosen due to their reported high performance in RDE studies [2,14,25]. Physical characterization of the
samples conﬁrms the formation of a Pt overlayer after acid treatment, which leads to an increase in electrochemical activity. The
overlayer and activity persists throughout the electrochemical testing, showing that these alloys are stable during fuel cell operation.
These results highlight that PtREM catalysts are active and stable
in an operating fuel cell.

assembly consisted of a Sigracet 25BC GDL (20 mm in diameter)
at the anode side, then a commercial MEA (loading of 0.45 and
0.4 mgcatalyst cm−2 ) providing both the anode electrode and an interlayer of Pt catalyst. Finally, a Naﬁon 212 membrane was placed
between the sputtered GDE and the commercial MEA, insulating
the interlayer Pt from contact with the cathode GDE. Prior to any
measurements, the MEA was pressed within the cell house using a
clamping pressure of 12 bar at 80 °C for 30 s.
2.3. Electrochemical measurements
All measurements were performed using an in-house developed
single cell with a spiral ﬂow ﬁeld [26,27]. First the cell was heated
to 80 °C, with a humidiﬁer temperature of 80 °C. To avoid condensation, the pipes between humidiﬁer and cell were heated to
84 °C. Activation was performed by cycling between 0.9 and 0.6 V,
for 20 0 0 cycles with a sweep rate of 20 mVs−1 with H2 and O2
gas with ﬂow rates of 14.8 mln min−1 and 29.4 mln min−1 . After
this the O2 ﬂow was lowered to 7.4 mln min−1 and 100 cycles between 0.9 and 0.3 V were performed. Then the polarization curve
was obtained by sweeping between 0.9 and 0.3 V with a sweep
rate of 1 mV s-1 three times and taking the average of the forward
sweeps. The setup was then cooled with nitrogen ﬂow overnight.
The next day the gases were switched to 5% H2 in Ar at the anode
(counter and reference electrode) and N2 at the cathode (working
electrode) in order to be able to do cyclic voltammetry (CV) and
CO-stripping voltammetry in the fuel cell environment. The cyclic
voltammetry was performed between 0.1 and 1.2 V, with a scan
rate of 200 mV s-1 for 20 cycles, then with a sweep rate of 100 mV
s−1 for 20 cycles, and ﬁnally with sweep rate of 20 mV s−1 for
2 cycles. Afterwards, CO-stripping was done by ﬁrst recording a
baseline CV between 0.1 and 1.2 V, with a scan rate of 200 mV s-1
for 5 cycles. This was followed by a potential hold at 0.15 V, where
the gas at the cathode was switched to 2% CO in Ar for 2 min.
The gas was then switched back to N2 for 5 min purge at the
same potential to ensure that all unreacted CO was removed before measuring the stripping curve in a CV as described above. The
CO-stripping procedure was repeated four times. The high sweep
rate of 200 mV s−1 was chosen to avoid excessive oxidation and
degradation of the samples and to increase the measured current
response. All electrochemical measurements were performed using
a PAR 273A potentiostat.

2. Experimental
2.1. Sputter deposition of alloy catalysts
Thin ﬁlms of Pt, Pt3 Y, Pt5 Tb and Pt5 Gd were deposited using
single pure metal or alloy targets (from Goodfellow) using magnetron sputtering in a Nordiko 20 0 0 sputter coater onto the MPL
of the GDL (Carbel Cl). The base pressure of the sputtering system
was lower than 1.0×10−6 mbar and sputtering was performed in
6.6 mbar under 50 sccm of argon ﬂow. All sputtered ﬁlms were
60 nm in thickness. Using calculated densities based on crystal
structure for Pt3 Y, Pt5 Gd and Pt5 Tb, the initial platinum loadings
of the gas diffusion electrodes (GDEs) were 129 μgPt /cm2 for Pt, 99
μgPt /cm2 for Pt3 Y, 108.4 μgPt /cm2 for Pt5 Gd and 108.8 μgPt /cm2 for
Pt5 Tb.

2.4. Physical characterization
The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (PerkinElmer PHI
50 0 0 C ESCA system) analysis was used to study the surface
composition of the four thin ﬁlms (Pt, Pt3 Y, Pt5 Gd and Pt5 Tb).
The surface analysis was performed using a monochromatic AlKα
(1486.7 eV) X-ray source and the concentric hemispherical analyzer was positioned at a 45° angle with respect to the sample
normal. Measurements with XPS were performed for as-sputtered
samples, acid treated, and after electrochemical testing in the single cell fuel cell setup. For all samples, the binding energy scale
was adjusted by shifting the spectra with respect to the Pt 4f7/2 peak at 71.2 eV. We notice that this choice of binding energy adjustment placed the C 1s peak around 284.4 eV on all samples.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with energy-dispersive Xray spectroscopy (EDX) was used to image and characterize the deposited catalysts. SEM was performed using a Zeiss Supra 60VP
ﬁeld-emission microscope at 10 kV acceleration voltage and a
working distance around 4 mm. EDX was performed in the same
microscope with an IXRF spectroscopy unit. The working distance
of the sample was increased to 23 mm and the acceleration voltage to 20 kV during EDX.

2.2. MEA assembly
For all PEMFC measurements the following membrane electrode
assembly (MEA) preparation was used. An 11 mm diameter circular
thin-ﬁlm electrode was punched from the sputtered GDL. Prior to
MEA assembly the GDE were treated in 0.1 M HClO4 for a total of
45 min, and rinsed with water every 15 min. This step is required
to remove surface oxides of the REM alloys and creates a platinum
skin on top of the alloy. To avoid the effects of hydrogen crossover
in the fuel cell measurement, the model electrode was assembled
with a double MEA [22]. A schematic of the double MEA conﬁguration is shown in Fig. S10 in the supporting information. The
2
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The synchrotron radiation photoelectron spectroscopy (SRXPS)
measurements were carried out at the Materials Science Beamline (MSB) at the Elettra synchrotron light source in Trieste on an
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) end-station with a base pressure below
5×10−10 mbar. With a bending magnet source, the MSB provides
synchrotron light of a high intensity in the energy range of 21 –
10 0 0 eV. The UHV experimental chamber is equipped with a hemispherical electron energy analyzer (Specs Phoibos 150). Pt3 Y, Pt5 Gd
and Pt5 Tb on GDL were measured in the SRXPS before acid treatment (as deposited), post acid treatment and after measurement in
fuel cell. While conventional XPS allows for surface characterization of the samples the SRXPS measurements allow for both more
accurate characterization, as well as allowing for depth probing by
adjusting the photon energies.
The spectra of interest were Pt 4f, Y 3d, O 1s and C 1s acquired
with photon energies of 250, 410, 650 and 990 eV . The total spectral resolutions were about 200 meV (hν = 250 eV), 410 meV
(hν = 410 eV), 650 meV (hν = 650 eV) and 1 eV (hν = 990 eV).
Spectra were ﬁtted using KolXPD software. Before ﬁtting, each
spectrum was charge corrected using the Fermi edge measured
with the same photon energy. A linear background was subtracted
from all data. In case of the core level Pt 4f spectra ﬁtting procedure, the doublet separation for Pt 4f doublet components was set
to 3.33 eV and the area ratio to 1.33 [18,19], the energy position of
the 4f7/2 peak was constrained to be between 70 and 71 eV. The
metallic component of Pt 4f was ﬁtted using a Doniach-Šunjić line
shape setting the asymmetry to 0.19 [21]. The asymmetry contribution for the adsorbed CO component was allowed to vary from 0
to 0.19 and the oxide component was ﬁtted with a Voigt line shape
with no asymmetry.
The core level Y 3d spectra were ﬁtted with Voigt line shapes
with a doublet split of 2.1 eV and area ratio of 1.5 [22]. The
Lorentzian and Gaussian line widths were kept equal for all components. The metallic peak (3d5/2 ) was constrained to be between
155.9 and 156.2 eV and the oxide between 158 and 158.3 eV
[28–32]. Substochiometric oxide was set to vary around 157 eV.
Gadolinium 4d core level spectrum is reported to be composed of
a broad multiplet structure but was ﬁtted using a single doublet
with a doublet separation of 5.4 eV and doublet ratio of 1.5 for Gd
4d5/2 -Gd 4d3/2 [33]. Doniach-Šunjić line shapes were used for the
ﬁtting with no asymmetry. The metallic Gd peak (4d5/2 ) was set at
140.6 eV (± 0.2 eV) and the Gd2 O3 peak at 142.8 eV (± 0.2 eV),
which are consistent with previously reported Gd peaks [34–36].
Likewise, terbium 4d spectrum presents a complex multiplet structure that was ﬁtted using singlets instead of doublets due to the
lack of reliable literature for the doublet structure. It presents two
different oxidation states (Tb3+ and Tb4+ ) composing a mixed oxide (Tb4 O7 ) [33,37,38]. Voigt line shapes with no asymmetry were
used for the ﬁtting of the three states. The metallic Tb peak (4d5/2 )
was constrained at 147.5 eV, Tb3+ at 150.7 eV and Tb4+ at 154.6 eV
[39,40]. All Tb peaks were allowed to vary by ± 0.2 eV.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Electrochemical characterization

Fig. 1. Cyclic voltammetry for three repetitions of (a) Pt3 Y (b) Pt5 Gd (c) Pt5 Tb. The
values in the legend are the speciﬁc activity increase at 0.9 V for each sample compared to thin-ﬁlm platinum. Measured with 5% H2 in Ar and N2 , a cell temperature
of 30 °C and 100% RH, and a sweep rate of 200 mV s−1 .

As the introduction of an alloying element should affect the
structure energy of Pt skin, CV and CO-stripping were employed to
electrochemically investigate the catalyst surfaces. The shape and
position of the hydrogen adsorption/desorption (HAD) and the PtO
redox peaks in the base CV as well as the CO-oxidation peak in COstripping voltammetry give information about the surface structure
of the platinum [13,41–43]. The cyclic voltammetry sweeps for all
PtREM samples, compared to pure platinum, are shown in Fig. 1.
As can be seen the general features for all CVs are the same. This
means that all alloy catalysts have pure platinum on their surfaces.

Further, as no new peaks are visible in the alloyed samples, the
REMs are not electrochemically active in the investigated potential region. Nevertheless, the alloyed catalysts have shifts in their
potential responses, which indicate alterations of the surface properties compared to pure platinum. The main change that can be
observed is the shift of the oxide reduction peak, which can be
3
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charge has been utilized. For all alloys there is a negative shift in
potential for the mean oxide reduction peak in comparison to pure
Pt. For Pt3 Y and Pt5 Gd this shift is signiﬁcant, on average 20 mV,
while Pt5 Tb only exhibits a very slight shift of 10 mV to lower potentials.
The corresponding CO-stripping results are shown in Fig. 2. The
CO-oxidation peak for the pure Pt sample is split into two with
a sharp spike at 0.75 V and a small peak at 0.80 V. For the alloys the second peak at 0.80 V is much smaller or absent. In most
cases there is a slight shift to lower potentials for the onset of
the CO-oxidation peak, when compared to pure platinum, but the
variations between samples are relatively high. This is consistent
with the shift in the oxide peaks and suggests that the surface has
been modiﬁed by the presence of the alloy bulk. The shift for CO
is smaller than for the oxides, which is expected. For Pt5 Gd and
Pt5 Tb, samples with more CO-oxidation charge at lower potentials
had lower activity. This could be due to an increased number of
surface defects for these samples, which might explain the lower
oxygen reduction activity [43].
The polarization curves for three samples of the Pt3 Y and
Pt5 Gd, and Pt5 Tb thin ﬁlm alloys are shown in Fig. 3. To ensure
proper alloy composition the sputtered ﬁlms were intentionally
made ﬂat and thick. This results in low electrochemical active surface area per mass platinum, and subsequently poor platinum utilization. As such these electrodes give a good model system for
studying catalytic activity in a fuel cell, but are not optimal electrodes for an operating fuel cell. As the main focus of the study
is primarily the kinetic activity of the catalyst in a fuel cell, all
results will be reported in speciﬁc current density based on the
measured Pt electrochemical surface area from the CO-stripping
measurements, as shown in Fig. 2. Polarization curves of geometric surface area and mass activity are shown in Figs. S6 and S7 in
the supporting information. CO-stripping was chosen to measure
the electrochemical surface area (ECSA) due to hydrogen adsorption/desorption (HAD) often underestimates the ECSA, especially
when measuring alloy catalysts and MEAs [13,42]. For all the investigated samples the ECSA obtained from HAD was approximately
50% lower than that obtained from CO-stripping.
As can be seen, the speciﬁc activity for all alloys is higher than
that of pure platinum. The activity increases, shown in Table 1, are
approximately 2.5 times higher for Pt3 Y and Pt5 Gd, and about 2
times higher for Pt5 Tb. The lower activity for Pt5 Tb, compared to
Pt3 Y and Pt5 Gd, could be due to the lower stability of Pt5 Tb [2].
While the stabilities of the alloy catalysts have not been speciﬁcally measured, it should be noted that all samples have been cycling between 0.9 and 0.6 V for ~16 h before the activity measurement. As seen in Table 1, the activity increase at 0.75 V is lower
than at 0.9 V. This is most likely due to other effects, such as local
mass transport, affecting the measurement. Nevertheless, all the
alloys show higher activity, at 0.75 V, with improvements of 1.7
for Pt3 Y, 1.5 for Pt5 Gd and 1.6 for Pt5 Tb. The previously reported
activity for Pt/C nanoparticles is approximately 200 μA cm-2 Pt [44].
The sputtered ﬁlms of pure platinum have a higher activity of 280
μA cm−2 Pt, compared to nanoparticles, which was also observed in
RDE measurements [15]. This is attributed to strains in the platinum ﬁlms from substrate interactions [45]. Comparing the measured alloys to the activity of platinum nanoparticles gives improvement factors of 3.5 for Pt3 Y and Pt5 Gd, and 2.7 for Pt5 Tb. The
mass activities, at 0.9 V, of the sputtered electrodes are 0.011 (Pt),
0.026 (Pt3 Y), 0.028 (Pt5 Gd) and 0.018 A/mgPt (Pt5 Tb). The low values compared to 0.15 A/mgPt for Pt/C electrodes [11] is due to that
the sputtered 60 nm catalyst has a much lower surface to volume
ratio compared to nanoparticle catalysts. Even so, the corresponding mass-activity increase of the alloyed ﬁlms at 0.9 V is signiﬁcant, compared to the platinum ﬁlm, being a factor of 2.8 (Pt3 Y),
1.7 (Pt5 Gd), and 2.2 (Pt5 Tb).

Fig. 2. CO-stripping curves for three repetitions of (a) Pt3 Y, (b) Pt5 Gd, and (c) Pt5 Tb.
The values in the legend are the speciﬁc activity increase for each sample compared
to thin-ﬁlm platinum. Measured with 5% H2 in Ar and N2 , a cell temperature of
30 °C and 100% RH, and a sweep rate of 200 mV s−1 .

seen in the negative sweep between 0.9 and 0.6 V. The CV with
only the oxide region is shown in Fig. S9 in the supporting information. As the shift in oxide reduction potential is not apparently
evident in CV the mean oxide reduction peak position will be used
to quantify the potential shift. The mean oxide reduction peak position is deﬁned as the potential when 50% of the oxide reduction
4
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Fig. 3. Speciﬁc activity of the different tested alloy catalysts, (a) Mean value for all measurements. Error bars show the standard error for each alloy. (b–d) Speciﬁc activity
for three repetitions of (b) Pt3 Y (c) Pt5 Gd (d) Pt5 Tb. Measured with 14.8 mln min−1 H2 and 7.4 mln min−1 O2 , a cell temperature of 80 °C, 100% RH, and a sweep rate of
1 mV s−1 . The electrochemical surface area was calculated from CO-stripping. The error bars represent the standard deviation of the three forward sweeps.

Table 1
Mean speciﬁc current density, at 0.9 and 0.75 V, and standard deviation between
repeated experiments for different samples. The improvement factor is compared
to sputtered platinum and calculated from the speciﬁc activity at 0.9 V.

Sample

i0.9

Pt
Pt3 Y
Pt5 Gd
Pt5 Tb

280
692
699
539

V

μA cm−2 Pt

±
±
±
±

30
200
140
100

i0.75
12.6
21.3
18.4
19.8

V

mA cm−2 Pt

±
±
±
±

1.5
4.3
4.6
2.6

explanations could be variations of the MPL causing changes in
the sputtered layers. The results indicate a trend that the lower
the ECSA, the higher the measured activity. Previous studies have
shown that sputter deposition onto an MPL creates particles with
varying size, with regions that are less than 3 nm [16]. These thin
regions fully leach out the REM during acid treatment, and become
pure platinum. As such, a high ECSA could indicate that the sample
has more of these pure platinum regions, which lowers the overall activity of the sample. Further, the ECSA value is an indication
of the surface roughness of the samples, meaning that a low ECSA
indicates ﬂatter surface. This result suggests that if the surface becomes too rough, the macrostrain caused by the alloy become less
signiﬁcant, lowering the expected activity increase. A rougher surface could indicate that the surface has more disordered platinum,
which is less active compared to the ordered structure [43,48].
The electrochemical results show that the presence of an alloying element affects the electrochemical properties of platinum,
which results in higher intrinsic activity. The shifts in potential can
be seen in the CVs and CO-stripping measurements, however, due
to the polycrystalline nature of the sputtered ﬁlms, the exact cause
of the shifts is diﬃcult to quantify.

Improvement factor
compared to thin
ﬁlm Pt
–
2.48 ± 0.78
2.50 ± 0.56
1.93 ± 0.41

Considering the large variation of activity between samples,
the activity increase as a function of mean oxide peak position
and ECSA were investigated more closely. When comparing the
mean oxide reduction peak position, calculated from the reduction
charge from Fig. 1, with activity it can be seen that the more active samples exhibit a peak position at slightly lower potentials,
as shown in Fig. 4a. However, a shift to lower potentials would
indicate an increase in binding energy, not the expected decrease
[2,3,25]. The shifts detected here are most likely due to the presence of several crystal planes of platinum. Exactly what is causing the negative shift in peak position is still unclear, but the
shift has been reported previously for sputtered PtREM catalysts
[14,15,46,47]. Fig. 4b shows the activity increase as a function of
the ECSA. The cause of the large in-sample variance of ECSA for
the PtREM samples is at present not fully understood. Possible

3.2. Physical characterization
The samples were physically characterized by energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), which has a sensing depth in the micrometer range and, thus, gives information about the bulk composition of the sputtered ﬁlms. Fig. 5a shows the Pt:REM bulk com5
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Fig. 4. Activity increase as a function of mean oxide reduction peak position (a) and the electrochemical active surface area (b). Measured with 5% H2 in Ar and N2 , a cell
temperature of 30 °C and 100% RH, and a sweep rate of 200 mV s−1 . Trend line is for visual aid only.

Fig. 5. (a) The bulk content of Pt:REM for each sample measured by EDX. Gray colored columns indicate Pt and blue the REM of each alloy. (b) The surface content of
Pt:REM for each sample measured by XPS. Gray corresponds to Pt, orange metallic REM and purple REM-oxide. Numeric percentages of each alloy are found in Table S2 in
Supporting Information. Dashed white lines indicate the composition of the sputter target for the different alloys.

position ratio of the three different alloys as sputtered, after acid
treatment, and after electrochemical test. The EDX analysis conﬁrms that the bulk nominal composition obtained is very close to
that of the sputter target alloys with the ratios 3:1 (Pt3 Y) and 5:1
(Pt5 Gd and Pt5 Tb). The spread in REM content after acid treatment
and fuel cell operation, falls into the EDX error margin expected for
samples supported onto porous surfaces [49]. Therefore, it appears
that all alloys maintain their bulk composition after acid treatment
and fuel cell operation, indicating that the bulk alloy is mostly unchanged and the platinum overlayer, which forms after acid treatment, is so thin that it does not affect the bulk composition.
The samples were also characterized by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), which has a probing depth of a few nanometers, meaning only the surface elemental composition of these
ﬁlms is determined. The XPS results for all tested alloys are shown
in Fig. 5b. The as-sputtered samples all showed a much larger
Pt:REM surface relative amount than given by nominal ratios,
which is also considerably larger than the ratio measured in EDX,
thereby suggesting that there is a surface enrichment of REM during sputtering. During acid treatment the surface REMs that oxidized, due to contact with air, were removed. This is the cause for
the large reduction of REM seen in the XPS, more pronounced than
in EDX. After the electrochemical tests, all alloys show a decrease
in their total surface REM content to only between 5 and 7% remaining close to the surface. This can be attributed to the further

leaching of the alloy and an increase in overlayer thickness as a
result of the exposure to the acidic fuel cell environment and the
electrochemical reactions taking place during fuel cell evaluation
[15,22].
To present the oxide and metallic REM XPS data in more detail, the ﬁtted spectra for the REM components Y 3d (Pt3 Y), Gd
4d (Pt5 Gd) and Tb 4d (Pt5 Tb), as sputtered, after acid treatment,
and after fuel cell measurements are shown in Fig. 6. For all alloys,
similar trends can be observed. The as-sputtered samples all have
peaks corresponding mainly to the non-metallic state of the REM.
The non-metallic peaks in the as-sputtered samples are attributed
to the formation of oxides as a result of exposure to ambient atmosphere after sputter deposition [17]. After acid treatment, the
amount of REM to platinum decreases as oxidized REM is removed
from the surface resulting in a signiﬁcant reduction in intensity
of the Y 3d, Gd 4d, and Tb 4d core level peaks. Before treatment,
all REM in contact with the air is oxidized so the surface contains
mostly REM-oxide and some metallic REM in the layers below. Acid
treatment removes the REM-oxides, leaving only metallic REM in
the bulk material. Thus, a layer of platinum is formed where the
REM-oxides were leached. This is also in accordance with previous
results, showing the formation of a protective Pt overlayer when
PtREM samples are immersed in an acidic solution [2,25,46]. The
REM peaks in the XPS spectra of Pt5 Gd and Pt5 Tb are reduced in
amplitude as they contain much less REM than Pt3 Y. Additionally,
6
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Fig. 6. XPS spectra of (a) Y 3d (Pt3 Y) (b) Gd 4d (Pt5 Gd) and (c) Tb 4d (Pt5 Tb) for as sputtered, acid cleaned and post electrochemical measurements. All 3d orbitals shown
correspond to 3d5/2 orbitals. The red line corresponds to the ﬁtted spectrum, pink the metallic REM and blue and purple the REM oxide (For interpretation of the references
to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

the XPS cross-sections for Tb and Gd are also lower than Y which
further decreases signal making quantitative analysis of the peak
constituents diﬃcult to perform. The amount of oxides remaining
after acid treatment seems to be higher for Pt5 Gd and Pt5 Tb, compared to Pt3 Y, which can be attributed to either subsurface REMoxides present also after acid treatment or some REM–O coordination in the thin ﬁlm surface [14,50].
After fuel cell operation, the amount of REM-oxide decreases for
all samples. This result suggests that the electrochemical measurements cause additional leaching from beneath the surface. There
were no signiﬁcant changes observed in the Y 3d and Gd 4d peaks
for Pt3 Y and Pt5 Gd, only a slight reduction in the total amount of
REM near the surface. For Pt5 Tb, a slight decrease in the total and
metallic amount of Tb is observed. The relatively low amount of
metallic Tb observed in XPS, compared to the others, might explain
the somewhat lower fuel cell performance of this alloy. The differences between the XPS data after acid treatment and electrochemical measurements suggest that the alloys are affected differently
by the fuel cell environment. As such, there might be different optimal activation strategies for each type of alloy, which can lead to
higher ORR activities.
In general, the overlayer thickness increases after fuel cell use
as the total amount of REM decreases for all alloys. Films sputtered
on a porous and particulate GDL are not ﬂat and have thickness
variation, this is shown in Figs. S4 and S5 in the supporting information, so some areas of the sputtered ﬁlms are thin and allow
complete oxidation of the REM [22]. Regions under 3 nm in thickness are less active, as the REM leaches from the bulk to become
pure Pt after acid treatment [15]. Fuel cell operation causes further
leaching and an increase in the areas of pure Pt. Hence, catalyst
layers sputtered onto GDL have lower increases in activity, compared to the RDE measurements of the same alloys on ﬂat glassy
carbon substrates [15].
Synchrotron radiation can provide a depth proﬁle of the surface
composition through changing beam energy and can reveal surface

impurities. In a synchrotron, lower photon energies than in lab-XPS
are used to reduce the depth probed and gain more surface sensitivity. In general, Tb and Gd produce less signal than Y as they
have lower photoionization cross-sections, so it is harder to measure them with low photon energies provided by a synchrotron,
especially in the low alloy concentrations used in this study. Therefore, it was only possible to measure Pt3 Y in this manner. Measurements of the Y 3d core level peak in Pt3 Y samples are presented
in Fig. 7.
Before acid treatment, all yttrium at the surface is oxidized, as
indicated by the two oxide doublets present in the Y 3d core level
in Fig. 7a, that are seen at higher energy compared to metallic yttrium. Pure yttrium oxide is the doublet at 158.3 eV and a substochiometric oxide is the doublet at 157.5 eV. As photon energy
is increased there is more contribution from metallic yttrium as
the relative amount of substochiometric oxide is reduced. Notably
there is still a large contribution from yttrium oxide even at 990 eV
corresponding to a depth of approximately 2.4 nm.
The acid treatment in 0.1 M HClO4 removes most of the yttrium from the surface, shown in Fig. 7b, as higher photon energies
show only metallic yttrium remains due to the yttrium oxide being leached out. This conﬁrms the formation of the platinum overlayer. Our previous work studying ﬂat sputtered Pt3 Y in the synchrotron showed more yttrium underneath the surface compared
to the porous GDL substrates in this study [32]. This is due to the
GDL structure, where Pt3 Y will also be sputtered around the edges
of the carbon particles [15]. Acid treatment removes more yttrium
on a GDL substrate compared to a ﬂat substrate, as described above
alongside lab-XPS [32]. Subsequent fuel cell exposure appears to
remove a little more yttrium, nevertheless, the surface is mostly
unchanged by the electrochemical testing and no additional surface impurities were observed.
Comparing the content of the surface for each photon energy
reveals features of the catalyst layer on the GDL. Fig. 8 summarizes the results of the ﬁtting of the spectra showing the relative
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Fig. 7. The catalyst surface seen through the Y 3d core level; (a) as sputtered Pt3 Y, (b) acid treated and (c) post-fuel cell test. Yttrium oxide (orange), substochiometric oxide
(light purple) and metallic yttrium (dark purple) are present in the as-deposited sample. Only metallic yttrium (dark purple) is present in the acid treated and fuel cell
tested samples (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 8. The percentage content of Pt 4f (gray) and Y 3d (purple) for (a) as-deposited, (b) acid treated and (c) post-fuel cell test at each photon energy (For interpretation of
the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

amount of Pt 4f and Y 3d corrected using the spectrometer transmission and elemental cross-section. There is an enrichment of
surface REM and REM-oxides in the as-deposited sample, in agreement with the conventional XPS results presented in Fig. 5b. At
990 eV the stoichiometry of the alloy is as expected. There is little
difference between the amount of Pt:Y in the acid treated and fuel
cell tested sample. On ﬁrst glance it seems that there is slightly
less yttrium in the fuel cell tested sample, observed by no REM
being detected at 650 eV. However, due to the large noise and error in ﬁtting it can be concluded that both samples have a very
similar surface. Fuel cell tests conducted in the manner presented
in this paper do not alter the catalyst surface signiﬁcantly.
The as prepared GDL supported Pt, Pt3 Y, Pt5 Gd and Pt5 Tb thin
ﬁlms were structurally characterized by XRD and shown in Fig. S11.
The pure Pt ﬁlm clearly show visible diffraction peaks of Pt(111)
,(200) and (220), characteristic of an FCC crystal structure [51,52],
and conﬁrms the presence of a crystalline Pt ﬁlm. However, the
characteristic peaks for the 60 nm Pt ﬁlm are relatively weak in
comparison to bulk Pt. Further, the carbon GDL used as a substrate

gives rise to an intense and broad diffraction peak at 25° and a
large background in all samples. In comparison to Pt, the PtREM
samples show very small and broad peaks associated with the Pt
diffraction and no new peaks for other crystalline structures, pointing towards the formation of alloys of smaller grain sizes and a
more amorphous character. The diffuse diffraction makes it diﬃcult to deduce the presence of a lattice strain from these measurements.
The presented results show that the speciﬁc activity for sputtered thin-ﬁlm PtREM catalysts is superior to that of a thin ﬁlm
of pure Pt. The electrochemical and physical characterization both
show that an overlayer has been formed, and that it remains after electrochemical testing. Further, after testing additional leaching of REM is minor. This leaching is most likely occurring in areas
of the MPL where the deposited ﬁlm is thinner and results in areas of pure Pt, which may be one of the explanations to the lower
activities observed in the fuel cell compared to RDE. This is supported by the depth proﬁles in Fig. 8, where no increase in overlayer thickness was observed. Further, the electrochemical mea8
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surements do not cause a signiﬁcant change in the Pt3 Y, which
has a nearly constant composition before and after the electrochemical testing. This suggests this alloy is stable in the operating
range of a fuel cell. This is further supported by the SEM images,
Fig. S5 in supporting information, where no signiﬁcant changes in
morphology is observed after electrochemical testing. The effect of
acid treatment and electrochemical evaluation in the fuel cell on
the Pt3 Y surface properties was evaluated in detail by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in our previous paper [22]. We expect that the other alloys have a similar behavior as Pt3 Y in that
case. A more in-depth evaluation of the surface changes of Pt3 Y
ﬁlms during long-term fuel cell measurements including TEM and
SRXPS is currently being carried out. Pt5 Gd shows similar trends as
Pt3 Y with a similar amount of metallic REM before and after electrochemical testing. The lower measured activity of Pt5 Tb is most
likely due to leaching of the REM, which causes a thicker, and subsequently less strained, Pt overlayer. Further studies are required to
fully determine the stability of these materials. The large variation
between samples as well as the similar values between the investigated PtREM alloys suggests that the uneven substrate and the
presence of undeﬁned areas with no REM content are signiﬁcantly
affecting the catalyst activity. If these regions could be removed,
even higher activities should be obtainable. Nevertheless, all evaluated alloy samples have higher activity compared to pure platinum,
indicating that PtREM alloy catalysts can achieve high activity in an
active fuel cell.
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